MATH 201-B  WINTER 2014
REAL ANALYSIS

INSTRUCTOR : Gustavo Ponce (off. SH 6505 #8938365)
SCHEDULE : TR 11^00-12^15
ROOM : Girv 2108
INSTRUCTOR OFFICE HOURS : M 1^30 − 3 W 2 − 3^30
TEXTBOOKS :
(1) “Real Analysis: Measure Theory, Integration and Hilbert Spaces” by E. M. Stein and R. Shakarchi
(2) “Functional Analysis” by E. M. Stein and R. Shakarchi

PROGRAM : Review and completion of Chapter 5 in textbook (1)
Chapters 1 and 4 in textbook (2).................

EVALUATION :
  Midterms and Final (60%), TBA
  Homeworks (40%)